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Legendary armor are sets of armor of rare HLegendary. Like all legendary equipment, it is able to select any feature combination available and can be changed at any time outside the fight. In addition, you can replace any slot upgrade component (runes and infusions) placed in them at no cost (replaced items are returned to your
inventory). There is now one set of each weight for each game mode. Purchasing PvE kits with their unique skins is related to raids; They require a collection of legendary insights gathered weekly from defeated raid bosses, as well as receiving various items from raid sessions to legendary armored achievements. Each piece of perfect
messenger armor requires the following: it takes 150 legendary insights to achieve the first set of legendary raid armor. With this week's quota of 25 legendary insights (assuming you trade legendary discussions for legendary insights), it will take 6 weeks of reaching the required amount. All the following sets of legendary armor cost 300
legendary insights, taking 12 weeks each, because creating additional kits precedes refined messenger armor and costs 150 legendary insights. This armored PvP[edit] components maintain the visual appearance of the gloriously illustrious armor or armor of a glorified hero. Each piece of legendary PvP armor requires the following: It
takes 300 to obtain a full set of legendary PvP armor. With a season quota of 100, it will take 3 seasons of reaching the season quota. It takes 3,600 to achieve a full set of legendary PvP armor: 2,400 for fame star and 1,200 for a full rising fancy armor set. Players may earn the necessary 300 and 3,600 over any number of PvP seasons
they want, but there are three recommended routes for purchasing these coins: 6330 pips PvP earned over 3 seasons: To finish as quickly as possible, the player must complete 3 seasons of PvP League reward boxes not returning. At any time during these 3 seasons, they must also complete the final recurring breasts of the Byzantine
Award 24 times to accumulate the rest required. This path requires most PvP games to be played, because higher-tiered reward boxes repeated through this track provide less per pip than those lower floors, which can be repeated by playing over a greater number of seasons. 6030 Pips PvP earned over 9 seasons: To finish without
completing the byzantium reward box returning at all, the player must complete all PvP League reward boxes and do not return 9 times. 5440 Pips PvP earned over 16 seasons: To finish with the lowest number of PvP games played, the player must not complete all PvP League remuneration boxes and does not return in a single season.
Instead, they should stop every season after completing the persimmon chest. This is because Layers of reward box provide more per pip earned than the higher levels. To calculate the number of PvP games needed to earn the PvP pips above, players can use this formula: (number of PvP games required) = (number of PvP pips
required) / [A + B + (10 x C) + (3 x D) + E + (2 x F)] A = 4 if you are in the legendary ranking, or 0 if you are in any other ranking. B = 2 if you are in platinum ranking, or 0 if you are on any other level. C = your victory rate. A win rate of 60% is 0.60 in this formula. D = your loss rate. If your win rate is 60%, then your loss rate is 0.40 in this
formula. E = your top statistics rate. If you get a top stats award in 75% of games, that number is 0.75. F = your upcoming victory rate. If 3% of what your games are winning almost that bonus prizes pips, then this number is 0.03. Farming tip: Pip farmers should consider using a build specifically designed to purchase a top stats prize in
every game. Since pip top stats are obtained regardless of win or lose, focusing on purchasing pip top stats during each PvP game is a reliable method of increasing your pip purchase rate, regardless of the level of PvP skill. WvW components [editing] armor that maintains the visual appearance of victory hero's armor or the armor of
victory hero Mistforged. You need to reach the Grade 500 WvW if you want to achieve the full set of Mistforged Victory Hero Armor only. If you are not interested in the blue halo provided by the Mistforged version, then you can achieve a full set of legendary armor with the armored skin of victory hero instead, which does not require rank
WvW. Every piece of legendary WvW armor requires the following: Full set surpasses the armor of victory hero Mistforged Victory Hero's Rank Requirement 0 500 Exotic Armor Open - 175 + 175 + 350 + 175 + 260 + 175 + 175 + 175 = 1310 Rising Armor (Precursor or) 175 + 175 + 350 + 175 + 260 + 175 = 1310 350 + 350 + 700 + 350 +
520+ 350 = 2620 Legendary War Insights (x6) 10 95 x 6 = 6570 1095 x 6 = 6570 Full Skid Card Total cost 7,880 10,500 Estimated time for total tickets 22 weeks @ 365 cards per week 29 weeks @ 365 cards per week Gallery [Edit] Main article: Perfect messenger armor (Perfect messenger armor Light)#Gallery Main Article: Perfect
Messenger Armor (Medium)#Gallery Main Article: Perfect Messenger Armor (Heavy)#Gallery [Editing] See also[Editing] Trivia Related Rewards Legendary Collection [Editing] References [Editing] From Guild Wars 2 Armor Wikimedium is an armored class used by adventurous professions and Rangers Thieves and engineers. HINT: Visit
the armor setup link for more details and a visual preview for this group. Medium armor by purchase [editing] medium-structured armor manufactured by leather workers. The different sets are divided by the level of the main material. Cultural armor is equipment associated with a particular race. Only the old breed can wear it, and it comes
in three. Karma armor was purchased from karma suppliers. Reserve Order[Edit] Order Armor was purchased from the order you selected during your personal plot. Each character has access to only one of the groups. Priory Armor's Historic Honor Armor honoring a secret dungeon armor whisperer [Editing] These kits are purchased with
tokens from the appropriate dungeon (for groping). Vendors are based at Postern Ward in Lion's Arch. Some may also be rewards for completing the map. PvP Armor[Editing] This armor was purchased in built-in PvP armor. This armor collection [editing] armor was acquired by completing collections. Armoured skins are perdable items
that can be applied to existing or unlocked armor in the wardrobe. In 2011 2011 © 2011, 2011, 2011, 2011, 2011, 2011, In 2011 all rights reserved NCsoft, Logo NC Serenity, ArenaNet, Arena.net, Guild Wars, Guild Wars Factions, Factions, Nightfall Wars Guild, Nightfall, Guild Wars: North Eye, Northern Eye, Guild Wars 2, and all related
logos and designs are trademarks or registered trademarks of NCsoft Corporation. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. It's my official request to the development team to redo the legendary medium armor for something that suits our adventurous professions. Raincoat designs were fine for engineers, rangers
and thieves, but the current legendary medium armor design looked like a mismatched set of random parts before the change, and mish fighting once changed during combat. The shoulders are gaudy. The chest symbol, or piece, looks a bit like a transformer face symbol (you know Transformers and Transformers?). Weavern's face on
the back conflicts with the use of any rear. Our characters seem sloppy and stupid that once changed. Please don't take it personally, but there's hardly anything in this armor that looks aesthetically pleasing, or even suitable for thematically mediocre armor professions. This armor is one of the most unattractive sets in the game for
medium armor, and it's not good because players have spent a lot of time and effort to get them over the last 2 years... I wish I could say something good on set, but I can't. I've seen many players hide pieces of this armor to try to make it look better, and I'm personally about to make the whole blade thing or whispers... That's how much it
rejects this legendary medium set. To remind you what was/expected of the players to obtain this armor... . So getting something so gross in the mirror is a very big disappointment after dealing with the huge shopping list. Let's do this set and the justice of the adventurous actors Home› Fractales / Mazes / Strike Missions / Raids Do I need
to unlock two messenger armor achievements in order to design it? 0 bye› PVP is pretty simple. I want to get the legendary armor from pvp but I have little to no one pvp experience (specially rated). I only played about 200 games in total (stronghold and competition). I don't even care so many toxic or blunt players (after some experience
from other games where they threatened me by death and beating) but I want to know: is it worth playing pvp to get the legendary armor if I really want it? Or should I make my medium and heavy armor legendary sets simplicity or WvW? I have the light set in simplicity. And the second question will be: What will your recommendations be
based on construction and status? Is there a class or structure that will reinforce me to my cause with minimal difficulty and resistance? As for myself, I really like a wandering thief. As I said: I'm totally starting/noob but I enjoy playing thief even though I sometimes feel useless to my team because we encoutered some really experienced
players. Thank you for all the neuros and have a nice weekend! The 4 negative threads I read about the idea of a legendary armrang seem to revolve around the costs that people have invested into multiple sets already and want to see something for their effort because now they only need one legendary in each category. Or the
possibility that with people who need only one legend per category for your entire account, the impact it will have on the overall economy. Or even all the immigration items that can now be saved/scrap. I have specific weapons for characters who have different runes. I'm curious what it's going to be like. I think there will be an early influx
of actors creating a fairy tale after they are allowed across characters at the same time. As long as statistics/mods stay with the character rather than the item, I may be willing to work on those Legendaries I have waiting in the wings. Either way I'm not mad I created all of mine, I used them for what they're worth and they served me well.
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